Yahoo actually lied in the e-mails it was sending a few weeks ago that the Yahoo Groups would still have some existence. All they are now is just closed, dead and desolate.

Yesterday upon checking it, it is impossible to post. It only just exists for now. Moderating messages is also equally impossible. It was supposed to somehow exist, but it no longer does. Posting messages is impossible, the groups are closed, all the so-called updates for the panels are not functioning. RIP Jewhoo.

The 666BlackSun now is live as a Forum on the platform here, it is now mandatory. It's official as of today posting in Yahoo is totally impossible.

Our people have to be able to express themselves, which the enemy has banned and censored from all public offices, spaces, and increasingly the internet. This creates frustration and endless issues. The enemy also destroys communication and constantly forces people to censorship of speech.

HPS Maxine in an email days ago, explained how words like "Challenged" are used to cover up the reality of something. A person who has Down's Syndrome, is a person with Down's Syndrome and not "Challenged". They are not competing in a competition, nor they are somehow suffering from trying.

Another game the Jews play with words is about refugees and migrants. When people called these invaders, rapefugees, or even ILLEGAL MIGRANTS, all of which are factual and true, the enemy goes on to censor and to remove the truth of these statements and therefore the show of guilt and crime on the side of the mobs of the invaders, who are only in our Nations for looting purposes such as in the European case. Oh and to extinct us out of existence while making our countries alien for us to even exist in.

Whites are constantly told that our Nations are like some alien and foreign thing not even worth defending. The emotions of every invader are put as a moral value above one's very existence.

Hurting the emotions of a person who wants to replace you and has illegally invaded you without an invite, to cut your head, throw acid on your women, rape and replace you and your laws with Sharia?... "How dare you... Unchristian of you... Where is the forgiveness goy?", somehow like this goes the Jewish press on the subject. Ad Nauseum...

Then they bend it in that it is anyone's fault who speaks about it. Censoring the speaking of justice is done to strip people of their rights to talk and to judge the enemy for their extensive crimes.
The 666BlackSun now is open so everyone can speak freely. Just stay legal and mind the JoS rules, and all topics are welcomed by us.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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